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Stratus 72 + WallFlex © Tentipi, Sweden – tentipi.com  Stratus 72 with sides down © Alpine Nature Experience, Australia

Stratus 72 framework © SamiKata Tipi Events, Australia – samikata.com.au

Stratus 72 with two sides up © Events Under Canvas, UK – eventsundercanvas.co.uk

Stratus 72 with sides up © TipiChic, Spain – tipichic.com

2 x Stratus 72 © Stunning Tents, UK – stunningtents.co.uk

3 x Stratus 72 + WallFlex © Tentipi, Sweden – tentipi.com

http://tentipi.com
http://alpinenatureexperience.com.au/
http://samikata.com.au
http://eventsundercanvas.co.uk
http://tipichic.com
http://stunningtents.co.uk
http://tentipi.com
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Stratus™ 72

Stratus™ is the ultimate in flexibility for a  
Nordic tipi and can be adapted for all sizes  
of events, big or small, all year round. Pitch it 
sides down in a normal tipi shape or raise the 
sides to create a giant witch’s hat, or anything 
between the two. The raisable sides of the 
Stratus enables you to link the Nordic tipis –  
in limitless configurations.

Robust, stylish, tried and tested

Stratus provides weather protection and frames an event in a magical 

way. When it’s cold, the sides are folded down and a fire can be lit in the 

centre of the Nordic tipi. At trade fairs or when the sun is beating down, 

the sides are raised up, providing good exposure or shade under the 

brim. With some of the sides raised, several Stratus tents can overlap 

each other, creating a larger room of optional shape for a thousand 

people or more. Being able to raise the sides means one can look out 

over a nice view.

An experience that people love – and remember!

Our large Nordic tipis grab attention in the most positive way. They make 

people notice you and remember you. Stratus Nordic tipis are used by 

adventure venues, hotels, restaurants and glamping sites to create 

beautiful settings all over the world. One or several tents can be rented 

to create a spectacular atmosphere for a wedding, party, conference 

or concert.

3 x Stratus 72 © Tipi Unique, UK - tipiunique.com | Red on Blonde Photography – redonblonde.com

http://tipiunique.com
http://redonblonde.com
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3 x Stratus 72 + Cirrus 40 © TipiChic, Spain – tipichic.com

http://tipichic.com
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Specifications

Pro and ProBudget – for public events. High-quality, flame-retardant 

fabric. The tents of these quality grades are structurally calculated and 

adapted to comply with safety regulations for public events. A pack of 

certificates and health and safety documents that are often required by 

authorities, trade organisations and event organisers is included.

Comfort – for private events. High-quality cotton/polyester fabric. 

Stratus 72 with sides up

Stratus 72 with sides down

Stratus 72 with sides up Stratus 72 with sides down

Capacity* Standing 140 80

Seated  
8 per table

128 72

Seated  
6 per table

96 54

Dimensions when pitched** Diameter (m) 13 10.3

Height (m) 7.4 7.4

Covered area (m2) 132 83

Dimensions when packed** Bundle of poles (m) 8.25 x 0.6 x 0.6

Canvas and hardware (m) 1.2 x 0.8 x 0.8

Weight (kg) 740 

Build team and build time 3 people
2 hours

Quality grades Pro
ProBudget
Comfort

*Seating capacity based on Tentipi’s 2-metre long tables and benches.

**Dimensions are approximate.
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Business support 

Investment planning

FieldReadyTM Training Programme (FRTP)

Guidance notes, tips and tricks

Health and safety pack

Photo pack

Floor planning tool

Authentic Nordic Tipis Association (ANTA)

International networking

Spares

Factory repairs

Telephone and e-mail support

And more

Stratus 72 includes

Pole set

Hardware, stakes and straps

Canvas 

In-Tent VentTM system

Packing bag

Certificates and health and safety documents

Optional extras

Roof pole set

Secondary pole set

Extra hardware, stakes and straps

TipiStarTM

Linking kit

Widening kit

WallFlexTM

SmartPitch™

Tent jack Viking

Off-white canvas

Co-branded panels

Repair kit for Event canvas

SUSTAINABLE TIMBER AND NO 

CHEMICALS

We use a specific species of spruce, 
cut in sustainable forests in northern 
Sweden. It’s immensely strong and 
flexible and doesn’t need unpleasant 
chemical preservatives to prevent rot.

SECONDARY POLES

Stratus 72 can be supplemented 
with 18 secondary poles. In high 
wind conditions you really 
understand the crucial role they 
play in maintaining stability.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING POLES

Our debarked poles have a delightful 
natural look, avoiding any artificial 
staining or colouring common in 
processed timber. Every pole is 
unique, as nature intended, an 
intrinsic part of the character of a 
Nordic tipi.

LAB-TESTED TIMBER

Not all timber is equal. We lab-test 
ours to measure its various 
characteristics and feed these 
figures into our structural calculations. 
The species of timber and the 
location in which it is cut are vital.

IN-TENT VENT™ SYSTEM 

Ventilator cap regulated from inside 
the tent. For simple and effective 
ventilation and smoke expellation.

Stratus™ properties

WOODEN POLES

Carefully chosen wooden poles from 
trees that have grown in particularly 
favourable conditions – unique 
timber with extreme strength.

CANVAS-FIXING FLAPS

In the upper part of the Nordic tipi, 
18 flaps connect the canvas to the 
main poles. They are crucial for the 
tent’s resistance to strong winds 
and prevent rotation of the canvas 
on the frame when the sides  
are raised.
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STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS

Tents over 50 square metres mostly 
require formal calculations. Our 
calculations cover every configuration 
of single or linked Nordic tipis, all 
sides up, all sides down or some 
up and some down.

SEWN IN ONE PIECE

Tipi canvases are usually laced 
together as it is tricky to sew the 
last seam. But that creates a weak 
point and risks water coming in 
under difficult weather conditions. 
That is why our canvases are sewn 
in one piece.

BAND PINS

Our band pins ensure poles are 
connected safely and efficiently 
with a tight fit and no protruding 
components.

STAKES

Our stakes and ground anchors are 
specially designed for high strength 
and good functionality.

OUTSTANDING CANVAS TO KEEP  

THE RAIN OUT

Pro: Water-repellent, professional-
grade fabric. Most of our customers 
who are active in the public event 
sector choose Pro.

ProBudget: High-quality, water-
repellent fabric. For public events. 

Comfort: Very strong, high-
quality cotton/polyester fabric. 
For private events.

ONE OR TWO DOORS

Normally delivered with two doors 
but can be ordered with one. 

REINFORCED FABRIC 

At ground level for increased 
protection against wear and rot.

ROOF POLE SET

To completely raise the sides of 
Stratus, you need a Roof pole set 
comprising nine roof poles,  
nine roof support poles and 
associated hardware.

IN-TENT VENT™ VENTILATOR CAP 

For simple and effective ventilation 
and smoke expellation.

EASY ASSEMBLY 

Advanced, patented fittings system 
for fast and easy assembly and  
high strength.
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7 x Stratus 72 © Samelandsresor, Sweden – samelandsresor.com

 9 x Stratus 72 with sides up © Eventipi, France – eventipi.fr

http://samelandsresor.com
http://eventipi.fr
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LinkFlex™

A few examples of limitless configurations. For more illustrations, visit tentipi.com.

2 x Stratus 72 joined together

Round tables – seating 79

3 x Stratus 72 in an arc 

Rectangular tables  – seating 144

3 x Stratus 72 in a triangle 

Rectangular tables  – seating 152

2 x Stratus 72 and Cirrus 40 joined together 

Rectangular tables  – seating 91

4 x Stratus 72 

Seating up to 200

4 x Stratus 72  

Seating up to 200

6 x Stratus 72 

Seating up to 350
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https://tentipi.com/en-gb/products/linkflex
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WallFlex™ is made up of four reusable components. 
Simple to store, pack and use, whilst maximising your return on investment.

Designed to create multiple effects.

Infill panels  Wall panel  Midfill panel Wooden doors

Wall panel + Infill panels used under a raised brim.

Add 28 % more usable floor area.

 
All panels 

available with  
or without PVC 

windows.

Roll up the central panel for an 

informal entrance.

Or add wooden doors for a 

formal entrance.

The same Wall panel + Infill panels fitted in 

the centre of two linked Stratus Nordic tipis.

Roll up the central panel for an 

informal entrance.

Or add wooden doors for a formal entrance. Alternatively, cover the link between two 

Stratus Nordic tipis with a Midfill panel.

Combine WallFlex components to create 

dozens of different effects.
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Wall panel and Infill panels

A Wall panel and two Infill panels added to Stratus increases 

the usable floor area by 28 per cent. The tent extension is 

supported by a series of poles that fit between two raised roof 

poles. Each Wall panel has a double zip and a roll-up section 

ideal for an informal entrance or to create trade access. This 

extension is useful when a customer requires extra space, but 

might not be able to afford another tent.

Midfill panel

A Midfill panel is designed to fit between the link of two Stratus 

Nordic tipis. The panel can be folded back to create an informal 

entrance and can be removed in a matter of minutes.

Pair-to-pair* infill

With the addition of a long ridge pole and a covering canvas, 

the WallFlex system can also be incorporated into the front of two 

linked Stratus Nordic tipis. *A way of linking two Stratus tents.

WallFlex™

3 x Stratus 72 + 2 x Wall panel, 1 x Midfill panel and 1 x Infill panels
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tentipi.com  

facebook

instagram 

youtube
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Contact

Tentipi AB

Verkstadsgatan 15

SE-686 30 Sunne

Sweden

+46 (0)960 300 00

info@tentipi.com

tentipi.com

Swedish design and innovation since 1989

Tentipi was founded in Moskosel, a small village in Swedish Lapland, and is 
today the world-leading manufacturer of linkable event Nordic tipis. Our Nordic tipis 

are based on the traditional design principles of the Sami kåta but are made of 
modern materials and with modern construction methods. Our hope is that you, 

in a Nordic tipi from Tentipi, will feel the same closeness to 
the elements of the earth as the indigenous people do.

http://tentipi.com
http://www.facebook.com/tentipievents/
https://www.instagram.com/tentipieventtents/
https://www.youtube.com/user/TentipiTents
http://thezestgroupwa.com.au
http://timcampbellphoto.com
mailto:info@tentipi.com
http://tentipi.com

